
MIDRAND PRIMARY SCHOOL  GRADE 4 MATHEMATICS   WEEK 5 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Kindly complete the following activities in your Mathematics classwork book. 

2. Rule off after each activity. 

3. Remember to write the headings as indicated in this worksheet. 

4. NOTE : Each digit is written in its own block. 

Activity 1  

1. Look at the following shapes and indicate which of them are divided into quarters. 

Only write the correct letter. 

 

 

 

2. Look at the diagram and answer the questions that follow. 

 

a. How many equal pieces has each shape been divided into? 

b. What fraction of diagram A has been shaded? 

c. What fraction of diagram C is not shaded? 

d. Which diagram has ½ shaded? 

e. What do we call the fraction in diagram D? 

Activity 2 

 

 

 

1. Draw the sweets into your exercise book. Share them into 4 equal groups. 

a. How many sweets are in each group? 



b. What fraction is each group? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Draw the beach balls into your exercise book. Share them into 6 equal groups. 

a. What fraction is each group? 

b. How many balls in each group? 

 

Activity 3 

It is Sam’s birthday today. Five friends come to Sam’s 

birthday party. Her mom has made her a cake. 

a. How many equal pieces must the cake be cut 

into? (Don’t forget Sam) 

b. 5 children have a piece of cake. What fraction of 

the cake is eaten? 

c. What fraction of the cake is not eaten? 

d. How many pieces are left? 

There are 24 sweets on the table. Divide the sweets equally among the children. 

a. How many sweets will each child get? 

b. What fraction of the sweets will they each get? 

c. If 3 children do not eat their sweets, how many sweets will be left? 

d. What fraction of the sweets will be eaten? 

 


